Kingdom Goals
Shalom Family MHNCB. I am Brittany from The House of Jacob (IUIC Philadelphia).
I am a mother of 3, a birth doula and the owner of Kingdom Goals.
Before becoming a full time stay at home mom, I was a Pre-K teacher for 4 years. I have
endless training in early childhood education and one thing I love doing the most is teaching
children.
Kingdom Goals started off as weekly Facebook posts of myself sharing what I do regarding
teaching and creating bible lessons and basic learning lessons for my children. The
overwhelming number of mothers requesting help with creating lessons and ways to make
learning our true history fun was the driving force behind Kingdom Goals. Unfortunately, as
much as I wanted to, I could not answer everyone at once. So, I thought to create a line of bible
learning posters and other helpful learning materials I personally use. They have proven to be a
great help to many repentant homeschooling mothers.
This line of posters will help you blend bible learning and basic learning together, such as ABCs,
numbers, and colors to name a few! Each 12x17 poster was designed with love for students all
ages, with beautiful and bright colors that will easily draw your child’s attention and make
learning fun! Perfect for your child’s room or homeschooling area. We also have Busy Binders,
Busy Boxes, and various activities that focus on basic learning. These activities focus on math,
language arts and fine motor skills.
I am a teacher of good things as Titus 2:3 tells us to be. Motivated by scripture and super
excited to be able to help you with your child's learning journey!
Proverbs 22:6
Train up a child in the way he should go and when he is old, he will not depart from it.
What better gift could you give your child than the gift of knowledge!
Website: kingdomgoals4u.com
Email: kingdomgoals4u@gmail.com
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